
Hi, 
 
We hope you are ending this 2016 year with loads of love and soulful experiences. 
 
 
I am writing you on behalf of the Bali Bhakti Foundation based here in Pejeng, in the Ubud 
area of the island of Bali, Indonesia. 
 
As you may already know, we are a 501(C)(3)  charitable organization  dedicated to serving the 
needs of impoverished Bali families. 
Here, living conditions are currently challenging for local people - nutrition, health, housing 
environment or the overall lifestyle are subject to poor quality resources and support while being 
contaminated and diminished by numerous chemicals and toxins (rice fields, crops and water, 
all field with pesticides and bacterias to name just a few), not to mention residual effects of 
tourist’s abusive environmental practices and lack of efficient waste management. 
 
Whereas these factors imbue their daily life, balinese remains the most inspiring people leading 
a life of devotion to happiness, where strong family structure, also spiritual culture, open their 
heart to alternative possibilities that could assist their coming generations, nurture their 
traditions and sacred land. 
 
We have been able to help many families over the past year, and even more in the last 6 
months. In the Panglan and Guliang areas in particular surrounding our organic farm (Life 
Sprouts Farm) - central to our current programs. From children, pregnant women, men, those 
suffering to elderly people, every day we are currently providing free food programs and 
nutritional education systems related to holistic health and well-being, as well as implementing 
well-being classes such as yoga, meditation, music, dance and arts & crafts. 
 
 
 
Such a sustainable revolution requires a tremendous amount of work and energy, and our 
current priority is focused directly on the farm’s fast-expansion that needs our everyday 
attention and care, and will house all of the financial systems necessary for the sustainability of 
our entire project. 
 
Blessed and stressed, with the incredible success and fast pace change that these healthy 
agriculture and autonomic empowerment tools are now resulting from its harvest, combined with 
our guidance and practical implementation, are all culminating at the same time fortunately and 
at a faster pace than our current help and resources allow in order for us to sustain. 
What we need is: 



 
1.     Employ a full-time team of gardeners to help us eliminate devastating insects to our crops 
such as grasshoppers and ants as well as purchase the necessary organic repellents. 
2.     Dig and Build a clean water well. 
3.     Buy and Install adequate irrigation. 
4.     Build a covered / weather protected Mother's Garden where we will grow everything we 
need for sustainability ... all of our medicinal flowers and oils for teas and essential oils, as well 
as one potted plant of all we grow on the farm for seed, and help protect from the extremes of 
Heat and Heavy Rains. 
5.     Purchase new and specialized seeds to use for essential oils. 
6.     Purchase a Seed Press, new tools, pots, containers for storage, compost, and packaging, 
to name a few. 
 
In this very moment our team is using body, mind and soul to contribute to the foundation's 
mission. We are at a critical juncture of our quick and growing success … where joy, reward and 
expansion are also mixed with need for extra help, resources and energy. 
 
It is almost the end of the year and there is still much to achieve in order for us to reach our 
2016 goals which include the creation and plans for our 2017 actions. We immediately need 
$5000 USD in order to get us through the end of the year and begin to establish our $45000 
USD projected budget goal for 2017. 
 
 
During a time where global sustainable, political, economic change is key, at the individual and 
collective level, we ask your help to assist in the shift we are now a part of. We have developed 
and are carrying out a beautiful mission with diverse holistic components that is really 
transforming the world step by step, right here in Bali. 
 
We need more resources to help us make it happen. 
We assuredly need volunteers, employees, sponsors, teachers, and ambassadors of our 
mission via word of mouth, social media sharing, prayers, actions, fundraisers, etc. 
This immediate $5000 USD is precious and imperative to allow our foundation to pursue and 
fulfill its inspirational purpose. 
 
 



We pray this email finds you well, look forward to hearing back from you at your earliest 
convenience. And in the meantime, if you'd like to contribute and make a direct impact to our 
community actions, you can donate by clicking on the following link: 
http://www.balibhaktifoundation.org/donate-your-way/ 
 
 
 
We post our daily updates on social medias, so you can see our daily impact! 
Facebook 
Instagram: @BaliBhaktiFoundation 
Youtube 
Twitter: @BaliBhakti 
 
You can connect with us for more details here: 
Email: balibhaktifoundation@gmail.com 
Phone:  +62 822 37741740 
Website: www.balibhaktifoundation.org 
 
 
It is always a pleasure for us to share our experience, connect and co-create with other 
conscious people, groups and organizations around the globe. 
 
Love and blessings from the Bali Bhakti team. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Arjuna Jai Laiden 
Founder and Director of the Bali Bhakti Foundation 
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